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Abstract
Belief revision is a fundamental ability for an autonomous agent, that should be able to correct her beliefs when evidence
contradicts them. In this talk we will recall the framework of iterated belief revision, following Darwiche and Pearl’s approach
and its developments. In particular this approach works on abstract objects called epistemic states. We will discuss what can
be some interesting candidates for representing these abstract objects, through the definition of epistemic spaces. And we
will see if TPO (total-pre-orders on interpretations) or OCF (Ordinal Conditional Functions) are acceptable candidates to be
considered as potential canonical representations of these epistemic states.
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1. Summary of the talk
Belief revision is a fundamental ability for an autonomous
agent, that should be able to correct her beliefs when
evidence contradicts them.

The core of the belief revision theory is the seminal
work by Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson [1, 2],
where they define axiomatically the operators of revi-
sion and contraction (contraction is an operation where
we want to remove some belief from the beliefs of the
agent, whereas revision is the operation where we want
to correct some belief), and where they provide a rep-
resentation theorem in terms of partial-meet selection
functions. A representation theorem is an equivalence
between a set of axiomatic properties (called postulates)
and a constructive way to define a family of operators.

One interesting representation theorem is the one
given by Katsuno and Mendelzon [3], and that provides,
in the standard propositional logic setting, a representa-
tion of revision operators in terms of faithful assignments
(total pre-orders on interpretations), where the revision
amounts to select, amongst the models of the new infor-
mation, the ones that are the most plausible with respect
to plausibility relation provided by the total pre-order on
interpretations.

But all these classical works on belief revision only
address one step of the process, and do not provide any
constraint on the iteration of the revision. Then iterated
belief revision was a central topic of belief revision the-
ory in the 90s. And what is usually considered as the
solution to this issue is the work of Darwiche and Pearl
[4], where they propose four additional postulates in
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order to ensure a correct behaviour for the iteration of
revision, and where they change the representation of
the beliefs of the agent. In the standard AGM framework
the beliefs of the agent are represented by a theory (a
logically closed set of formulas). In Darwiche and Pearl
approach the beliefs of the agent are represented by an
epistemic state, that is an abstract object, to which a pro-
jection function 𝐵𝑒𝑙 allows to associate a propositional
formula, that represent the current beliefs of the agent.
This formula correspond to the information that is used
in the standard AGM framework, but epistemic states
allow to encode also other information important for the
iteration. In particular epistemic states allow to encode
conditional information [5], and the preservation of this
conditional information through the iteration is one of
the main issue solved by Darwiche and Pearl approach.

This approach has been improved and extended in sev-
eral ways. One can for instance note the class of admissi-
ble operators, defined in both [6] and [7], that allows to
guarantee a better behaviour for iteration. One can also
mention improvement operators [8, 9], that are weaker
change operators, where the plausibility of the new in-
formation is improved in the epistemic state, but where
it is not forced that this new information is believed after
the change.

Darwiche and Pearl also provide a representation the-
orem, showing that we can associate to each epistemic
state a total pre-order on interpretation, and that the be-
liefs after the revision will be the most plausible model
of the new formula with respect to this corresponding
pre-order.

This kind of representation theorem can make people
think that epistemic states are just total pre-orders on
interpretations (let’s call these TPO), and that iterated
revision are just functions that associate a new TPO to
any TPO (representing the old beliefs of the agent) and
any formula (representing the new piece of information).

And, even if this subclass of revision operators defined
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on TPO is interesting and can prove to be useful for many
applications, it is not the whole class of Darwiche and
Pearl’s iterated revision operators. Some works [10, 11]
show that interesting iterated revision operators can not
be instantiated (represented) using the TPO representa-
tion.

Then an interesting question is to investigate the pos-
sible candidates for the representation of these iterated
revision operators, and to look for some canonical rep-
resentation. It is possible to define a function of instan-
tiation between two representations (that will be called
epistemic spaces). These functions can be interesting to
show for instance that an epistemic space is more general
than another one. And then the question of the canonical
representation is to find a top element for this relation.

In fact, Darwiche and Pearl’s epistemic states being
abstract objects, the whole class is very general, and one
can show that no countable representation can be ade-
quate. But if we add another sensible property we can
reach such a result of a canonical representation. First,
note that, whatever the chosen representation, every
epistemic state can be viewed as a black box associating
each finite sequence of formulae with a formula repre-
senting the beliefs of the agent after the successive re-
vision of the epistemic state by each formula from the
sequence. Based on that observation, two epistemic states
are strongly equivalent according to a revision operator
if they cannot be distinguished from each other by any
such successive revision steps, which means that these
epistemic states have the same behavior for that revision
operator. Now the (very natural) assumption is that ev-
ery epistemic state is reachable from an initial, “empty”,
epistemic state, through a finite succession of revisions.
If we make this assumption, then OCFs are a possible
candidate of canonical representation of epistemic states.

OCFs were proposed long ago by Spohn [12] for (iter-
ated) change, but this representation need some numeri-
cal information, since an OCF is a function that associates
to each interpretation a natural number (Spohn’s original
work uses ordinals instead of numbers but for most works
numbers are sufficient) that represents its implausibility,
with the constraint that some interpretations are associ-
ated to zero, and are considered as the current beliefs of
the agent.

But if one supposes that we start from an initial “empty”
epistemic state, then several operators can be define that
produce OCFs without the need of extra numerical in-
formation [8, 11, 13]. So OCFs can be considered as the
canonical representation of epistemic states (that are gen-
erated from an initial empty epistemic state).
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